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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. National Address System 
 

The Constitution of Kenya establishes two levels of government – national government and 47 county 

governments. Under the National Address System (NAS), this is a guideline to the naming of streets and 

numbering of property in Kenya. It is designed to assist the national and county governments to manage 

the process of establishing a coherent National Address System. By providing a common understanding 

of the standards and processes involved, this guideline seeks to assist the county governments, in 

consultation with the national government, to coordinate, implement and manage the National Address 

System (NAS). The guideline also outlines the process of carrying out Addressing within a county, in 

general. The guideline also gives details on the role and responsibilities of the national government, 

county governments, local communities and other actors in implementation and management of the 

National Address System. 

1.2. National Addressing Challenges and Current Practice  
 

The mandate of County government includes managing spatial development at the local level and this 

requires a system of efficient planning of activities in space and effective coordination of physical 

development. County governments execute the spatial planning and development responsibilities partly 

by issuing development permission and building permits for all building development. The issuing of 

development permits is informed by approved land use Plans or site Layout plans which take into 

account the nature of land and how activities should function spatially for the overall welfare of the 

population and the environment. 

 

In recent past, county governments have lagged behind in the preparation of spatial and land use plans 

and even where they are prepared, enforcement has been an area of grave concern. Specifically, the 

pace of development of properties has outstripped the rate at which county governments are able to 

put in place approved land use plans to be used as a basis for enforcement. In addition, until recently, 

issuing development permission and building permits was fraught with long periods of delay that 

resulted to physical developments proceeding without the necessary approval from the Counties. This 

problem is also partly caused by the fragmentation of land ownership and an underdeveloped land 

market. The former is fraught with multiple sales of same parcel of land to different buyers by people 

purporting to be landowners. Based on the constraints outlined above, when most people purchase a 

parcel of land, for fear that it will be sold out to others, they proceed to start development without 

recourse to the laid down process of acquiring the necessary development approvals. 

  

Consequently, a considerable number of developed properties have no development approval and 

building permits as well as addresses as most of the developments hardly go through the approval 

processes of the Counties. Moreover, most of the properties developed do not have well laid out access 

ways and the addressing system in use by the Town or County/Physical Planning Department at the 

county and town level is limited in providing the relevant addressing expertise.  
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The absence of street names and property numbers coupled with the mounting rate of urbanization, 

presents a disturbing development trend, as critical urban services to be delivered to the population are 

already seriously affected. The problems in the urban areas manifest in various forms, including the 

following:  

 Poor housing and property development due to improper use of land as effective land 

management principles are not followed;    

 Inefficient and ineffective disposition of activities on land due to the lack of and/or non-

enforcement of zoning requirements;    

 Inadequate provision of services to buildings and the population;     

 Traffic congestion due to poor layout of streets or access ways; and    

 Mounting difficulties associated with provision of emergency services in times of fire   and 

robbery as well as health emergencies.    

 

The absence of an effective street and property addressing system brings to the fore, the following 

critical questions in respect to provision of urban services:    

 

 How do you find your way around a constantly growing city? 

 How do you send mail and messages to private homes? 

 How do you locate urban facilities and infrastructure? 

 How do you pinpoint breakdowns in water, electricity, and telephone systems? 

 How do you improve on-site collection of water and electricity bills? 

 How do you set up an efficient land rates collection system? 

 How can commercial entities easily locate their clients and offer the needed services? 

 Would services such as ambulances, fire or security be able to operate effectively to safeguard 

the welfare of the urban population? 

 How can courier services be managed with ease in locations outside well-known public places? 

 How can tax collection agencies, service providers and local authorities effectively function in 

the execution of their mandates? 

 

Different service providers continue to use their own numbering systems to identify properties to 

facilitate their operations, thus leading to a multiplicity of numbering systems for, especially, buildings 

and properties.  

 

 

It is noted that a few service providers have developed ad hoc and makeshift solutions but these efforts 

are ad hoc and faced with a myriad of challenges.    

 

In an attempt to address the above challenges, a number of initiatives to name streets and number 

buildings have been carried out in a piecemeal fashion in the past by some counties, particularly the 

Nairobi City County. The street naming and property numbering efforts have been incoherent across 

counties and towns and have been fraught with a range of challenges including application of different 
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types of numbering standards. In addition, different service providers continue to use their own 

numbering systems to identify properties and facilitate their operations. This has led to a multiplicity of 

property numbering systems. This confusion has arisen because there is no national framework to guide 

the national government, county governments and other service providers on the naming of streets and 

numbering of property.    

 

To address these challenges, the National government, through the Communications Authority of 

Kenya, has been charged with the responsibility to develop NAS Policies, the Legal framework and 

Standards to guide Counties to put in place an integrated national address system. This will not only 

facilitate implementation of the address system but will ultimately contribute to national development 

efforts since it will facilitate better service delivery to people and business.  

 

This operational manual provides the framework by which Counties and other relevant agencies can 

apply a systematic and harmonized process to name streets and number properties. The address system 

when established in a county, will serve as the platform on which all other users will obtain their 

location information. 

1.3. Constitutional Basis for a National Address System  
The constitutional provisions as outlined below guide the National Address System. 

 

 Article 6(1) of the Constitution of Kenya establishes and divides Kenya into 47 counties as 

specified in the First Schedule.  

- For example County No. 1 is Mombasa; County No. 2 Kwale; County No. 3 Kilifi. County 

No. 45 Kisii; County No.46 Nyamira; and 47 Nairobi City. 

 Article 6(2) of the Constitution provides that governments at the national and county levels are 

distinct and inter-dependent and shall conduct their mutual relations on the basis of 

consultation and cooperation. 

 

 Article 10(2) provides that national values and principles of governance include – sharing and 

devolution of power; participation of the people; equity; inclusiveness; good governance; 

transparency and accountability; and sustainable development. 

 

 Article 35(1a) provides the right of every citizen to have access to information held by the State. 

 

 Article 43 provides every person the right to health care and emergency medical treatment, 

sanitation, water and education. 

 

 Article 46(1a) provides consumers the right to goods and services of reasonable quality and 

Article 46(1b) provides consumers the right to the information necessary to them to gain full 

benefit from goods and services. 
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 Article 60(1) provides that land in Kenya shall be held, used and managed in a manner that is 

equitable, efficient, productive and sustainable and is administered in a transparent and cost 

effective manner. 

 Article 174 provides that one of the objectives of devolution is to promote social and economic 

development and provision of proximate, easily accessible services throughout Kenya. 

 

 Article 185(2) and the Fourth Schedule (Part 1) outlines functions of the national government to 

include – national statistics and population data; transport and communication, including 

construction and operation of national trunk roads; standards for construction and maintenance 

of county roads; postal services; telecommunication; general land planning and coordination of 

planning by the counties; and electricity reticulation. 

 

 Article 185(2) and the Fourth Schedule (Part 2) outlines functions of the county governments to 

include – county health services including ambulance services; county transport including roads 

and streets; county planning and development including statistics, land survey and mapping, 

boundaries and fencing, electricity reticulation; fire fighting and disaster management; and 

ensuring and coordinating the participation of communities in governance at the local level 

 

From the above constitutional provisions, the National Address System will directly assist both the 

national and county governments and other players to effectively provide services. The national 

government is responsible for formulation of national policy and standards and county governments are 

responsible for implementation of the National Address System at the local level. 

1.4. Objectives of National Address System  

The following have been identified as medium and long-term objectives of the National Address System 

 More revenue by tax authorities at both the national and county government levels    

 Efficient delivery of government services   by both national and county governments 

 Efficient delivery of goods and services (e-commerce)    

 Facilitate reach of social and utility services (electricity, telephone, ICT, transport, gas etc.)    

 Enable authorities to deploy rescue and emergency services (fire, police,, ambulance...)    

 Greater financial inclusion of citizens   

 Higher growth of the logistic sector    

 High Economic growth   at both national and county levels 

 Promotion of Identity management for emergency response, security and counter   terrorism    

 Enhance urban and rural development planning in the towns, counties, country and East Africa 
region    

  Facilitate universal access to the government services in the towns, counties, country and East 
Africa region. 

 Provide a platform to facilitate government responsibilities such as the National Identification 
Exercise, National Statistics and National Population and Housing Census.  

 Support effective use and management of land 
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This address system involves naming streets and then numbering the properties along them.  Addressing 

is an exercise that makes it possible to identify the location of a property or a building on the ground. 

The address system means to “assign an address” using a system of maps, signs and signage plates that 

give numbers or names to streets and numbers to properties and the buildings thereon. 

 

Addressing as a system goes beyond the mere naming of streets and numbering of property. The system 

includes developing digitized maps for use in the management of development in both urban and rural 

areas. The maps with the information thereon can be developed into Geographical Information System 

(GIS) database. 

 

The development of a street and property address system should not be viewed as a one-off activity, 

but as a process to be expanded and refined over time to meet growing and changing range of address 

needs.  

1.5. Benefits of a National Address System  
 

The National Address System has a range of benefits to various users as below. 

 

1.5.1. County Governments:  
The National Address System will facilitate increase in locally generated revenue and the management 

of county services. It is therefore a system:  

 For planning and managing county services. This is made possible with the creation of a 

database for management of county services. These county services include transport and road 

signage, water, sewerage, drainage, ICT, fire, ambulance etc. 

 To improve local property and business tax collection where information gathered e makes it 

possible to compile a register of taxable businesses and properties with addresses thereby 

making it easy to locate them. This provides a realistic basis for determination of the tax base 

and has the potential to improve revenue when the right systems are established.  

 

1.5.2. National Government  
The National address system can be used to compile business and property registers with specific 

locations that are vital for the collection of revenue. The National Address System will also support 

national population and housing census, the security agencies and emergency services. 

 

1.5.3. General Public 
The National Address system makes the urban and rural settlements and attendant services more 

“user-friendly” by:  

 Improving the system of street names which makes it easier for people to find their way around 

in cities, owns, and rural areas 
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 Assisting with the delivery of health, fire, and security services in times of emergencies,  

 Facilitating easy location of critical facilities like health facilities in cities, towns and rural villages 

  Supporting private sector business transactions and enable to provision of targeted services to 

clients as well as tracking their location.  
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2. NAS STANDARDS FOR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY ADDRESS 
 

2.1. Definitions and concepts of addresses 
 

For the purpose of standards, it is necessary to specify primary addresses, secondary addresses and 

other addresses and to explain other related concepts.  

 

The definitions and concepts described here are in line with and harmonised with international address 

standards and concepts, if not in word, in interoperable concept.  This is possible through the UPU 

International address standards - S42 and S53.  

 

The definitions of primary and secondary addresses follow. 

 

 A primary address uniquely identifies a property (land parcel or building) that has frontage on a 

street or other thoroughfare. It comprises the elements of property identifier, thoroughfare 

identifier and locality.   

 

 A secondary address uniquely identifies a building/development(s) within a primary address.  A 

secondary address usually does not have private direct access to a thoroughfare.   

 

In many countries in sub-Saharan Africa and elsewhere in the World, these are referred to respectively 

as simple addresses and compound or complex addresses.   

 

These apply to houses, other buildings and to plots or parcels of land.  

 

As per the international standards, primary and secondary addresses are applicable to formal urban 

types, informal types and rural types.  They may also be aligned to similar concepts on other address 

types such as those for postal service delivery, as per the UPU International Address Standards.   

 

Many similarities and comparisons are described in precise technical detail in the UPU S42 and S53 

International Address Standards.  
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3. STREET NAMING ADDRESS STANDARDS  

3.1. Street Naming  
 

Overview 

This section outlines the standards that govern street naming standards. The standards set out the 

requirements to implementing the naming of streets.  

 

For the purpose of this document, the term “Street” has been used as a working definition for all types 

of access ways and excludes railways – expressway, motorway, highway, road, street, lane and walkway. 

 

The rationale behind the standards is to provide the guide to interpreting and implementing the Address 

System to ensure conformity to and consistency with the requirements. The following are to be noted as 

critical ingredients to the standards:  

 

i. It is the responsibility of all county governments to ensure that all existing and proposed streets 

within their jurisdiction are named and appropriate signage erected in accordance with agreed 

standards. All streets are to be named irrespective of their location in urban and rural areas.  

 

ii. The naming of streets shall be the responsibility of the county address unit (CAU) of the county 

government. The CAU shall thus lead the process of interpreting the policy and implementing 

the Address System. The CAU shall lead the naming of streets in consultation with relevant 

technical departments like planning, roads and land survey, and submit for approval by the 

county assembly before implementation. 

 

iii. During the initial phase of implementing the System, the respective County government shall 

constitute a County Address Unit (CAU). 

 

iv. Street names and property addresses shall be ultimately geo-referenced to allow navigation.  

 

3.1.1. Guide for Assigning Street Names  
The selection of Street Names shall respond to the following standards:  

i. Street names shall not be duplicated in a county defined for the purpose of this exercise even if 

the street types are different.  

ii. Street names along continuous collector and arterial streets with elbows shall not change. As 

such, name changes cannot occur at “T‟ intersections. A Street which runs through more than 

one County may therefore have one name along its entire length and there shall be no street 

name change even at “T” intersections. In this regard, start and end points of access ways shall 

be determined as a vital element of the Street Naming process.  

iii. Names with similar pronunciations but different spelling shall be avoided within a City or Town 

in a County.  
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iv. Street names applied should effectively communicate to the public especially children. The 

names should be appropriate, easy to pronounce and not offensive.  

v. The street names should promote community image and shall be drawn from local history; 

culture and traditions (including names of distinguished local leaders and elders); fauna and 

flora; and landmarks.  

vi. The Names with the same theme, such as flowers should as much as possible be applied in 

naming streets in an entire sector or area as a means of providing general identification 

distinctions and easy public appreciation of the naming system.  

vii. Existing historical road names should be retained, where they comply with the requirements.  

viii. The range of streets in a community or city should be categorised into first, second and third 

order levels in terms of use and importance; and used as a guide for the naming exercise. With 

such categorisation, the most important streets get to be given the most important names and 

followed through with the second order of names for the next level of important streets in that 

order.  

ix. The use of special characters in road names such as hyphens, apostrophes or dashes should be 

avoided.  

x. The use of names of living persons, including politicians and chiefs, should be avoided.  

xi. Street names shall not exceed a maximum of twenty-two (22) characters made up of eighteen 

(18) characters for the name plus prefixes (including spaces) and four (4) for suffixes.  

xii. Directional prefixes (north, south, east, and west) are permitted only when used together with a 

street name (i.e. South Lake Road). Directional prefixes are permitted to identify extensions of 

existing streets or to distinguish parallel streets within the same vicinity. Directional suffixes 

shall not be used, such as The Lake Drive South. If a directional word is not intended to provide 

direction, it shall be connected to the remaining portion of the street name without a space, for 

example Eastlands Link. 

xiii. Only recognised street types as listed in section on Access Way Types and Suffixes, shall be used.  

xiv. Street types shall be consistent with their definitions as listed in section on Access Way Types 

and Suffixes. 

xv. To facilitate easy mapping of street names, short road lengths must have short street names.  

xvi. In newly developing areas, in the interest of public safety, if any graded or paved access is 

provided, a temporary street sign identifying the street(s) shall be erected by the developer.  

xvii. Street names proposed on site master plans shall not be approved until names and placements 

have been reviewed for clarity and correct spelling. A street name shall not be considered final 

until it is submitted to the CAU for review, processing and submission to the County Assembly 

for approval and gazetted. 
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3.1.2. Street Types and Suffixes  
The street or access way classification and suffixes are based on standards used by the National 

government Ministry in charge of Roads in Kenya. The classification of roads or streets is based on the 

Roads Act 2007. 

All public roads in Kenya are classified as below.  

3.1.2.1. National Roads 
 

CLASS Description 

CLASS A International trunk roads linking centres of international importance and crossing 

international boundaries of terminating at International ports 

CLASS B National Trunk Roads linking nationally important centres 

CLASS C Primary roads linking provincially important centres to each other or two higher 

class roads 

 

3.1.2.2. Rural Roads  
 

CLASS Description 

CLASS D Secondary road linking locally important centres to each other, to more 

important centres or to higher class roads 

CLASS E Any link to a minor centre 

CLASS F Forest road 

CLASS G Roads serving Government institutions 

CLASS K Roads accessing Coffee (Kahawa) growing areas 

CLASS L Roads accessing settlement scheme areas 

CLASS P National Park roads 

CLASS R Roads Accessing Rural areas 

CLASS S Roads accessing sugar growing areas 

CLASS T Roads Accessing tea growing areas 

CLASS U Unclassified rural roads including mining roads, etc.. 

CLASS W Roads accessing wheat growing areas 

 

3.1.2.3. Urban Roads  
The classification of the range of urban roads is generally five in number. These are:  

 

CLASS Description 

CLASS UA Urban arterials 

CLASS UC Urban collectors including primary distributors, district distributors 

CLASS UL Urban local roads including minor distributors, local streets, residential stand 

accesses, commercial and industrial stand accesses, shopping streets 
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The ordering of the above range of urban roads is usually carried out by Kenya Urban Roads Authority 

(KURA) in consultation with the County government. 

 

3.1.3. Streets Types 
For the purposes of the street naming exercise, the following additional access way types (which relate 

more to the urban setting) shall be used to designate streets:  

i. Avenue (Ave): 

ii. Street (St):   

iii. Lane (Ln):  

iv. Link (Lk) or By-pass (Bp): 

v. Boulevard (Blvd): 

vi. Circle (Cir): 

vii. Loop (Lp): 

viii. Court (Ct): Also referred to as a Close (Cl) or Cul-de-Sac.  

ix. Road (Rd):  

x. Drive (Drv): 

xi. Alley (Aly): 

xii. Crescent (Cr): 

xiii. Path (Pth): 

xiv. Walk (Wlk): A walkway.  

 

3.1.4. Reviewing Existing Street Names  
Where there exist street names, the following shall be applied:  

i. The CAU shall conduct a review of all existing street names for consistency with the street 

naming standards.    

ii. Changes to existing street names shall be deemed to be necessary only in cases of street name 

duplication or if the street name is such that pronunciation is difficult and can cause confusion 

or a mix up in case of an emergency response to a location. 

iii. Where name change is warranted following the review of existing streets names, CAU shall, in 

consultation with the relevant county departments and local community leadership (or relevant 

major stakeholders), select a street name in accordance with the provisions of the standards 

and the processes outlined in the Section on street name change. 

 

3.1.5. Street Names for New Development  
i. In the case of existing streets with no names, the respective CAU shall, in consultation with the 

relevant county departments and local community leadership (or relevant major stakeholders), 

select a street name in accordance with the requirements set out in the section on assigning 

street names.  
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ii. Naming of streets proposed for new developments shall be done at the time of developing site 

master plan (subdivision plans and maps).  

iii. In the case of private gated developments, the developer shall submit the names of the streets 

as part of the site master plan to the county Address unit (CAU) for review, processing and 

submission to the County Assembly for approval and gazetted. The review by the CAU is to avoid 

duplication and to ensure conformity to the required street naming standards.  

iv. Street names shall be deemed to be legally binding upon the approval of the digital maps by 

Director of Survey and thereafter the approval by the county Assembly, and gazetted. 

 

3.1.6. Naming of Streets in Developed or Developing Suburbs  
i. Naming of new streets for already developed or developing suburbs shall be done by the CAU, in 

consultation with the relevant sub-county, ward and community leadership and subsequently 

approved by the county assembly. 

ii. The naming of the streets will first be executed as deskwork by digitising the names on maps 

before field validation.    

iii. Subsequent to the completion of this exercise the updated digitised maps with street names will 

be presented to the county assembly for approval. 

 

3.1.7. Street Naming in informal settlements and Areas of Unplanned Development  
Street naming in informal settlements and areas of unplanned development shall be based on a range of 

options due to their unique characteristics.  

i. Where there are existing defined streets (streets, walkways, lanes, etc.), they shall be mapped 

and named accordingly as set out in the section on assigning street names 

ii. Where there are no existing definable access ways, the CAU shall (in collaboration with the 

leadership of the local community and the ward Member of County Assembly (MCA)) undertake 

an exercise to identify possible streets. This will involve identification and mapping of the streets 

and naming such streets, walkways, lanes and paths in line with the requirements in the section 

on assigning street names. 

 

3.1.8. Street Name Change  
In changing names of streets, the following need to be observed - 

i. Changes to existing street names shall not be permitted unless there is cause to show that 

street name duplication has occurred or the street name is such that pronunciation is difficult 

and can cause confusion or a mix up in the case of an emergency response to a location.  

ii. All street name changes shall be subject to approval by the county Assembly.  

iii. Proposals for name change of streets may be initiated at two levels as follows:  

a. Street Name Change by County Addressing Unit (CAU)  

b. Street Name Change by the local community 
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3.1.8.1. Street Name Change by County Addressing Unit  
i. The first point to initiate change of street name is the County Addressing Unit (CAU). The county 

addressing unit shall initiate the process for a name change when a conflict in the name for a 

particular street is noticed or brought to its attention.    

ii. Before the CAU undertakes the change, the following steps shall be complied with: 

a. Assess and determine the veracity of the complaint concerning the conflict; 

b. Inform the affected local community of the conflict and why the need for the change;  

c. Determine the new name options and liaise with the relevant sub-county, ward and 

local community leadership and other stakeholders for their endorsement; 

d. Submit the new name and the rationale to the county assembly for approval; 

e. Upon approval, the local community shall be informed by the CAU of the new name and 

the effective date for the new name and when the signage will be changed. When the 

name change is approved, the county government shall publicly advertise it. 

 

3.1.8.2. Street Name Change Request by a Community  
Street Names provided at the community level shall be legally binding after the approval by the county 

Assembly and subsequent gazettement. Requests for street name changes shall be forwarded in writing 

to the county address unit for consideration. Therefore local community desiring a change in name of an 

existing street will be required to pursue the following steps:  

i. Submit an application for the change to the county addressing unit through the ward and sub-

county offices. The application for the name change must clearly outline the concerns and basis 

warranting the change. The application must have names and signatures of the applicants;    

ii. Where a new name is proposed by the local community, the name will be reviewed by the 

county addressing unit for compliance with the street naming standards and subsequently 

approved by the county assembly;    

iii. Where there is no new name proposed, the county address unit will follow the process for 

selection of a new name as outlined in the section on assigning street names.    

iv. Upon acceptance or otherwise by the county addressing unit, the applicant will be informed in 

addition to the relevant public and private organisations as well as individuals affected by the 

new name, the effective date for the new name and when the signage will be changed. The 

name change when approved shall be publicly advertised by the county government.    

 

Residents of a local community or settlement are not mandated to change street names through any 

local actions without the prior approval by the CAU of the respective county government 

 

3.1.9. Effective Date of Change of street Name 
The effective date for the name change will be on gazettement. A Street for which a new name has been 

approved will have new street signage within 90 days. 
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3.2. Street Name Signage  
This section outlines the standards that govern street name signage standards. These standards set out 

the requirements to implementing the street name signage. 

 

All streets shall be identified by the street name assigned and street signage erected in line with the 

provisions of these standards.  

 

3.2.1. Description of Street Name Signs  
Street name signage shall be installed at all intersections and shall comply with design, installation and 

maintenance requirements. The signage shall conform to the specifications below. 

  

3.2.2. Street Name Sign Color and Illumination  
i. Two colour schemes shall be permitted for street name signage. The background colour of 

the street name panel shall be reflective white. The lettering of the street name shall black. 

ii. The appropriate font shall be used. 

 

3.2.3. Height of Street Name Sign Post and Material  
i. The total length of street signpost shall be 3000mm with not less than 2400mm above   the 

ground and 600mm buried in concrete in the ground.    

ii. The street sign post material shall be a 76.2mm diameter galvanised pipe. 

iii. The pole shall be filled with concrete before they are erected to reduce pilfering.  

iv. Placement of the street nameplate and the signpost shall flash at the top. 

 

 

3.2.4. Street Name Plate Dimensions and Lettering  
i. Street nameplate shall not exceed 1000mm in length by 150mm wide with rounded corners. 

Two lettering options shall be allowed namely all inscriptions in capital letters or in title 

case. Text options for Street Name plus Address Range shall be embossed. 

ii. Where there is no Address Range as Secondary Text, the spacing in between the Text Line 

and top and bottom borders shall be 15mm.  

iii. The names shall be on chromate plated pressed aluminium sheets or any other material 

subsequently declared.  

iv. The street nameplate shall be fixed on rectangular galvanised hollow section panel 

measuring 1000mm long by 150mm by 30mm welded to the signpost. 
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3.2.5. Street Name Sign Placement  
Principles for placement of street signs cannot be detailed exactly as each situation must be assessed in 

its own context to give the most suitable results. The list of standards below for the positioning of signs 

is to be taken as a general guide and may not be an exhaustive list. This guide is to be used in 

conjunction with street name sign content and specification. 

 

i. Signs shall be placed with the DIRECTION OF THE INSCRIPTION parallel to the streets they 

name, beyond pedestrian walkways at the intersections within 12 cm from the edge of the 

walkway.    

ii. Street name signs are to be bi-directional at intersections and shall not impede pedestrians 

and other users of the access ways.    

iii. Placement of street name signs shall not be combined with outdoor advertising.    

iv. Street name signs shall not be obscured by outdoor advertising, plants or any other object 

at street intersections. 

v. CAU shall ensure reorganisation of intersections to enhance visibility of street name signs.    

vi. At intersections, all streets are to have signs at the entrances.    

vii. At ‘T’ intersections, the main street nameplate is to be placed directly   opposite the traffic 

approaching from the side road.    

viii. Placement of signs on larger highways shall be five metres above the road. 
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4. PROPERTY NUMBERING ADDRESSING STANDARDS  
 

4.1. Overview 
 

i. The County Assemblies shall establish and assign property address numbers in accordance with 

the guidelines set forth herein.    

ii. All properties used for residential, commercial, civic, institutional or governmental purposes as 

well as vacant parcels in developed areas shall be assigned numbers as addresses to identify 

them.    

iii. The properties shall be addressed off the transportation surface that fronts them.    

 

4.2. Property Numbering Flow  
 

The following paragraphs provide descriptions of the generally acceptable numbering flow standards. 

The property numbering flow along an access way or on a compound depends on its specific pattern. 

Examples of some distinct numbering flows have been provided as a guide. 

 

a. Determining the Beginning Point for Property  

i. The beginning points for numbering of properties shall be based on work done to define the 

Start and End Points of streets. 

ii. Where there is a northward orientation in the growth of a community, the norm shall be to 

follow a south – north direction of numbering and a southward growth shall follow a north-

south orientation in the numbering. 

iii. Dead-end roads shall have beginning points at the point of departure from the main road, 

irrespective of the direction. 

iv. Numbers assigned shall be determined according to the entryway to the property. Where the 

properties have one or more entryways/driveways and roads on both sides, the most used shall 

determine the address number to be assigned. However, there shall also be another number for 

the other entrance but that shall be silent until entryway changes permanently.  

 

b. Odd/Even Number Location:  

Assign even numbers on the right side, from the point of beginning, and odd numbers on the left side, 

from the point of beginning. Figure 4 also illustrates the numbering flow for Even and Odd numbers. 

 

c. Fractional, Alphanumeric, Hyphenated Addresses:   

Addresses shall not have any fractions (e.g. 46 1⁄2 Taifa St) or hyphenated numbers (41-656 Taifa St).  

 

d. Square and court:  

The property numbering in this case will be clockwise with reference to the north orientation and 

anticlockwise for south orientation.  
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e. Circular pattern:  

For an access way with a circular pattern, the only entrance to the main road is both starting and ending 

points. The properties shall be numbered in a clockwise direction, taking into account the odd and even 

numbering rule. If an access way with a circular pattern has buildings at its centre, odd numbers will be 

given to the parcels at outer ring and even numbers to those at the centre. 

 

f. Corner plots:  

Assigning numbers to corner parcel shall take into account the entryway, driveway or front door, 

whichever falls on the access way. Thus, for corner parcels the number assigned will depend on the 

main entrance to the property.  

Where there is an undeveloped parcel at an intersection, the county addressing unit shall determine the 

number based on an assumed entryway. 

 

g. Numbering of underdeveloped plots in a developed area:  

Where there are uncompleted developments in-between properties, the number for the parcels shall be 

determined and an appropriate address number assigned. The number assigned will be allocated by the 

County when application is presented to develop a parcel. This will follow the numbering flow within an 

undeveloped area. 

 

h. Numbering of Properties with Infilling or sub-division:  

Numbering in this category will usually happen after the numbering has been done for the main 

property. Depending on the nature of the infilling or sub-division, a number of options may apply. If the 

new structure:  

i. Is within the same compound and uses the same entrance as the original property, the number 

allocated to the original property shall be maintained. 

ii. Has a walled compound different from the original property, then its own entrance will be 

allocated a new number. In such cases, the properties so affected will receive an alphabetical 

extension of A, B, etc. to the original number.  

 

i. Compounds:  

Numbering on a compound shall be in two forms. The first will be when buildings are all located on the 

same compound or parcel but with different owners and possibly titles. In such cases, the numbering 

adopted will apply. Buildings on such compounds follow the general numbering principles but without 

fractions or hyphenated address numbers.  

The second scenario is where there is one compound with either a number of rooms or houses owned 

by an individual with one main entrance to the compound. Such compound houses shall be given one 

address without any extensions.  

 

j. Apartments:  

Apartments and multi-tenant structures should first have the entire building assigned an address 

number and the floors and apartments assigned apartment numbers as secondary location indicators 
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(e.g. 14 Taifa St, Apartment 11 and 14 Taifa St, Apartment 22). These addresses refer to the first 

apartment on the first floor and the second apartment on the second floor respectively.  

 

Where there are a number of apartments on the same parcel of land, each apartment shall have an 

alphabetical extension starting from the letter “A”. 

 

This is to be followed by assigning numbers to the floors and the apartments on the floors. For example, 

the first apartment on the first floor of the first block of parcel number 14 on Taifa Street shall have the 

address - 14 Taifa Street, Apartment A11.  

 

4.3. Addressing of Commercial and Office Suites  
 

i. Suite addressing shall take into consideration the potential for dividing the space in the future. 

Suites shall be numbered sequentially in the order they are accessed from the main entrance, 

starting on the left when facing the front of the building and continuing in a clockwise direction.  

ii. Each tenant space shall be assigned a suite number in the sequence designated by the 

Addressing Team responsive to the area being addressed.    

iii. Single storey buildings shall have addresses within the 100 series. Multiple storey buildings shall 

be assigned addresses by floor served in 100 series in line with the floors (such as 100, 200, 300, 

400, etc.). In a multi-storey building, the floor with the main walking entrance shall be identified 

as the building's ground floor. Every suite shall have a multi-digit room number posted at each 

entrance door.    

iv. Suite numbers shall follow a consistent pattern throughout the entire building and shall be in 

the series of 10 on the same floor. When additional tenant spaces are created in an existing 

commercial building, the new suite numbers shall conform to the sequence of the existing suite 

numbers.  

v. All other unoccupied rooms such as Janitor's closet, housekeeping, electrical closet, etc., shall be 

identified with a simple description. 

vi. Addressing of such buildings shall be consistent with the identification and signage 

requirements.  

 

4.4. Property Numbering of Slums and Areas of Unplanned Development  
 

Property numbering of slum areas will be based on a range of options due to their peculiar nature. 

Numbering in areas where there are access ways will follow the standards and procedures outlined in 

relevant sections. In situations where there are no walls for the properties and a number of buildings 

are on the same compound or parcel of land, the following steps shall be followed: 

 

 The county addressing unit will identify the owners of the building or properties on the parcel of 

land; and  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 Where it is established that there are different owners who are not of the same household, then 

different numbers shall be assigned to the properties or houses following the flow.    

 

In situations where there are a few access ways and unplanned developments, the following approach 

shall be used in the numbering of properties:  

 

 The first source of the numbering will be the access way names as described in relevant sections 

 Where there are named streets, walkways, lanes etc., then the numbering of the properties will 

be done with these as the reference points; 

 Where there are no defined access ways, the clustering approach will be applied, where various 

clusters will be determined and the numbering carried out depending on the building patterns. 

The standards outlined in the relevant section above shall inform the numbering flow. 

 

4.5. Property Numbering in Settlements without Streets  
 

The following process shall be applied in the numbering of properties in settlements without streets, 

which is typical of most rural settlements close to a number of urban areas in Kenya. Most of such rural 

areas are ultimately absorbed into urban areas. This process should be combined with the relevant 

section above:  

i. Determine the direction of growth of the settlement;    

ii. Determine the central point of the community    

iii. Using available maps divide the settlement into manageable and distinct blocks as sectors;    

iv. Number and name the sectors on the Map. If there are existing names for the sectors they may 

be adopted;    

v. Sign post the sectors;   

vi. Determine key walkways with the help of community leaders and name them; and  

vii. Start numbering along the walkways from the west to east or from the south to the north 

depending on the direction of growth of the settlement. 

 

4.6. Addressing New Construction and Development    
 

Building Permit Requirements: Prior to starting development on a parcel of land, the prospective 

property owner is required to submit an application for a building permit. At the point of applying for 

the permit, the county addressing unit as per its mandate will be required to assign an address to the 

new building(s) as part of granting the development permission and building permit.  

 

Sector Layout Requirements: Layouts for new developments shall only be approved and recorded when 

street names and address numbers have been assigned.  
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4.7. Changing Address Numbers  
 

i. Responsibility for change in address number(s) irrespective of the reason shall lie with the 

respective County government.    

ii. The Counties shall notify the property owner of the change in address.    

iii. The owner of the property has the responsibility to write to the respective agencies providing 

services to the property of the change in address number within 30 days of   the receipt of the 

notice. 

 

4.8. Responsibility for Installation and Maintenance of Address Numbers  
 

i. Responsibility for the installation of address numbers for the first time shall be that of Counties. 

However, the cost of the address plate shall be borne by the property owner and redeemed by 

Counties surcharging the cost as part of the property rate or business operating license.    

ii. The maintenance of the address plates shall be the responsibility of the property owner, 

caretaker or tenant at all times, be it residential, commercial or industrial property. 

iii. Any attempt to obstruct or cover an address number with the intension of concealing it shall be 

considered as unlawful. 

iv. To ensure that the public complies with the addressing requirements and empower Counties to 

take legal action against defaulter, it will be required that a law is passed by the county 

Assembly to give it legal backing. 

 

4.9. Size and Location of Address Numbers  
 

The size and location of the address numbers shall take into account the following:  

 

a. Residential, Industrial and Commercial Centres  

i. Number Plate Size  

The dimension of Address Number Plates shall be 19cm by 11 cm and the dimension of the numbers 

inscribed shall be 7.5cm. The number shall be inscribed or embossed on the plate with details.  

 

ii. Colour and Material  

The Plates shall have a reflective green background with reflective yellow lettering. The material on 

which the number will be inscribed or embossed shall be a chromate plated aluminium sheet.  

 

iii. Placement Height  

The plates shall be placed at the front entrance of every property 10 cm to the right and 153 cm above 

the building floor.  
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Following the initial installation of address plates, it will be the duty of every property owner, trustee, 

lessee, agent and occupant of a building or property to ensure that the assigned address number is 

displayed at all times. The address plates to be placed at the front entrance of a building or property 

have to be visible from the sidewalk or road whether it is day or night. 

 

Where the address is not legible from the access ways and there is a driveway or lane, an additional 

address number shall be placed at the intersection of the driveway or lane. 

 

b. Apartment Buildings and High-rises  

 

All apartment buildings and high-rises shall display the main address number above or on the side of the 

primary entrance to the building. The size, colour placement shall be in line with the requirements as 

outlined in “a‟ above. Apartment numbers for individual units within the complex shall be displayed 

above or on the right side of the entrance of each unit. 

 

4.10. Temporary Addresses  
 

i. Structures on proposed access ways, drainage ways and other public rights of way shall be 

assigned temporary addresses until County government has determined their status. 

ii. Structures within this category shall be determined using outputs of the addressing system of 

the Country Planning Department. 

iii. Structures so designated in this category shall have addresses based on the numbering 

standards of this system but shall have the letter “T’ in addition to the number assigned. An 

example of such an address shall be 12T Taifa Close. Thus, in such cases the numbers may be 

repeated but the letter will be used to distinguish them. 

 

 

4.11. Numbering Address Exceptions  
 

Temporary structures like kiosk, containers shops and wooden structures shall be exempt from the 

numerical addressing. Thus, the County government is to view the implementation of this Street 

Addressing System as part of the overall management of the cities and therefore the location of the 

numerous temporally structures in street corners will have to be properly managed to ensure that they 

are easily located and needed rates and fees charged. 
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5. RESPONSIBILITY FOR STREET NAME AND PROPERTY NUMBER SIGNAGE  
 

5.1. Street Name Signage by County Government 
 

Responsibility for fabricating and installing street name signage of all existing and new streets is vested 

in the county executive. 

5.2. Property Number Signage by Property Owner 
 

i. The responsibility for fabrication and installation of property number signage is vested in the 

property owner.  

ii. It is the responsibility of the county executive to supervise and ensure that fabrication and 

installation of property number signage by property owner meets national addressing 

standards. 

5.3. Street Name Signage by National Government 
 

i. Responsibility of fabricating and installation of street or road name signage of national trunk 

road is vested in the national government executive or Kenya National Highway Authority and in 

consultation with the county executive. 

ii. Responsibility for fabrication and installing street name signage and property numbering signage 

in public restricted areas like airports, sea ports/harbours, military and police establishments 

etc., is vested in the responsible state agencies and in consultation with the county executive. 
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6. REVIEW OF THE CURRENT POSTCODE SYSTEM 
 

6.1. Review of the Postcode System 
 

The current national address postcode system has been reviewed and the following specific issues are 

identified.  The fundamental objectives of a national postcode system are noted and described.   

 

According to international references most specifically those of the UPU, the most fundamental purpose 

of a postcode system is to facilitate and maximally enable the most efficient sorting and delivery of mail 

items for the purpose of postal delivery services.    

 

A good postcode system is extremely valuable to the country, in a wide number of regards.  A good 

postcode system will meet several design criteria: 

 It should be hierarchically structured so that it can enable unique identification of a delivery are; 

 It should be hierarchically structured to enable an individual address seeker to find a delivery 

point without any additional location device or technology.  

 Should be interpretable from any country, irrespective of language or alphabet character set.  

 Must be supportive of national address system. 

 Many others described in the relevant literature.  

 

A postcode system should also meet several functional criteria.  There are a number of secondary or 

supplementary additions and uses of a postcode system, but the most important and relevant objective 

remains that of delivery of goods and services to a delivery point.   Some of these are: 

 Courier and e-commerce uses; 

 Utilities provided by local authorities, electrical power connections, meter readings, refuse 

removals, rates billing; 

 Legal notifications including summonses;  

 Emergency services; 

 Commercial (exampled by pizza delivery); 

 E-Commerce services, which are very extensive, including the retail offerings, the financial 

transactions, return services, click and deliver, click and collect, choice of collection points, 

choice of delivery points. (The list of opportunities just goes on).  

 

There are some very powerful postcode systems that have been designed, which in fact can enable 

identification of not only locality, bit also down to delivery point; and indeed further to a door, beyond a 

secondary address, to a door within a compound address, or to a specific workplace in an open-plan 

work area.  The e-LAND system designed for South Africa is an example of such an extremely fine-grain 

system concept.  
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The current postcode system is designed with five numeric characters.  In general, the first digit 

represents the postal region, the next two digits represent the regional distribution centre, and the last 

two digits represent the delivery office.   For example, for an address rendered in a foreign country: 

MR. JOHN BWANA 

P O BOX 2784 

NAKURU 

20100 

KENYA 

 

Note the following points: 

 All text should be in upper case.   

 The rendition comprises specific data elements and constructs on specific hierarchical lines.  

 The postcode is on the Last line of the address; Except for receipts from foreign origins, in which 

case the country is specified and then the country designation is on its own on the last line.  

 

The above is specified in the national postcode requirements as per the Postal Corporation of Kenya 

(PCK), the legally internationally designated operator (DO) recognised by the UPU and legally regulated 

by the Communications Authority of Kenya (CA) through the internationally recognised Postal Regulator.   

 

It is noted that the UPU, in accordance with universal United Nations authority, does not have legal 

authority over the specification described above (and many others) however the PCK is recognised and 

the DO for the country of Kenya, which is a signatory of the UN and its agencies, including the UPU.    

 

Thus, in order to meet with the international harmonisation, operational interoperability and alignment 

with regional and global requirements, as specified in the ToRs, it is required that the Kenya adders 

rendering and postcode structures must comply with the specific relevant international standards.   

 

6.2. Revision of the Postcode system 
 

The major point relevant to the NAS of this project, is that the 1031 postcodes in the current postcode 

system define post offices, but do not indicate the delivery localities of physical addresses.  

 

Secondly, after discussions with CA and the Postal Corporation of Kenya (PCK), the existing system no 

longer represents the structures of the country, having moved from a region-district structure to a 

county structure.   

 

Then, it is also noted that a postcode system should have a life of at least twenty years.   

Consequently, it appears that it is imperative that the design of a new postcode system is considered.   

 

Some concepts are discussed below.   
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There are a few possibilities for the design of a new postcode system and structure.  Basically, a 

postcode can be based on two concepts: on an administrative locality concept (“where a place is”) or 

the service delivery concept (“how to get there”).   

 

The administrative locality concept is generally most favoured by administrative authorities, mainly at 

local level, and suits planning functions.  The main disadvantage is that this does not facilitate delivery of 

goods or services, such a mail or utilities, for example meter reading, also e-commerce requirements.  

 

The service delivery concept most suits the foundation user, the Postal Corporation, and also other 

address users, focused on navigation, routing and delivery of services and goods, such as for e-

commerce.  The main disadvantage of this is that it may not align with administrative boundary 

demarcation. 

 

In both cases, the design follows a hierarchy.  The suggested hierarchy is from coarsest granularity being 

County, to finer granularity.  The next level will be sub-county. 

 

It is perfectly feasible to include finer granularity, to smaller sub-locations, down to street or block level, 

even to primary address level.  Below this it is possible to go down to a secondary address, for example, 

a door or apartment within a block of flats.  In institutional complexes this may be an office or door.   

 

Next, for compliance with international address practices, to facilitate delivery operations, it is desirable 

to include an indicator of address type, harmonised with the UPU S42 International Address Standard.  

Having achieved this for Kenya, the S42 standard provides us with the defined address types to be used 

in Kenya.  These comply with international best practice.   

 

These address types are:  

 Formal urban physical address,  

 Site address used for informal settlements,  

 Rural address, used where there may be no thoroughfares or property identifiers 

 Postal service address. 

Others such as virtual addresses are out of scope of this project, but may be required for couriers, e-

commerce and other addresses associated with persona addressable objects, being individuals, as 

opposed to localities or places.  

 

Thus an example of a new postcode system may be as follows: 

1 23 45 
Where  

1 indicates address or service type 

23 indicates County 

45 indicates Sub-county within a county. 
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There are 47 counties, meaning that two digits are required to indicate a unique identifier at this level. 

Although there are a few hundred sub-counties, the largest number of sub-counties is twenty 

something, meaning that two digits are required for sub-county within an identified county.   

 

Example:  currently the postcode for Mombasa is 80100 and the Moi Airport there is 80115.  However 

the County identifier for Mombasa is 1.  The lack of harmonised identifiers is evident.  

 

A further important point here is that in the two-digit database field for Mombasa, the leading zero 

would be lost.  This is a main reason for proposing that the first digit of the new postcode design starts 

with a non-zero address type indicator, being lowest character “1”.  Some countries use a compulsory 

alpha character, to force a text type in the database field.   

 

Exact design of all new postcodes is to be completed separately, in due course.   
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7. ROADMAP FOR THE ADOPTION AND INCORPORATION OF RELEVANT 
NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS 

 

The Kenya Address structures have been defined and described, with over 61 examples, in the data set 

submitted to the Universal Postal Union.  Kenya is now certified as compliant with this international 

standard, UPU S42 International Standard for Addresses and Postcodes Component s and Templates.  

This is an achievement of major significance; not only for acknowledgement of compliance, but most 

importantly that the S42 standard gives Kenya the formal definition of the fundamental address types, 

described above. These are described in technical detail in the Standardised Address Format Descriptor 

(SAFD) generated in the S42 process. A copy of these definitions is included in the appendix of this 

report.  

 

What is not yet in place is the ISO 19160 standard.  This includes part 4: rendering for postal addresses, 

a direct adaptation of the S42, and part 5: rendering for non-postal addresses.  These may be published 

later 2017 or the next year. Thus any adoption of an ISO address standard is not practical within the 

time frame of this NAS project.  However it could be explored in the future.  

 

It is recommended that to support the practical and operational implementation of the NAS, Kenya 

should have its own national standard for addresses and postcodes.   This, together with a national 

address database, would put Kenya on a higher level of compliance with international standards and 

international best practices.  

 

The Kenya Bureau of Standards is the legislated authority for such standards in Kenya and is 

internationally accredited by ISO for this same purpose.  Thus discussions with KEBS have started with 

the aim to develop such a national address standard.  This is likely to take some months.   

 

However it is to be noted that the establishment and publishing of such national address standard is not 

compulsory for the purposes of the design of the NAS, but should be included in the legal policy 

framework, for the operational dissemination and implementation of the NAS in the future.   

 

A high-level time plan could be as follows: 

 

March 30, 2017 Compliance with UPU S42:  Achieved. 

May 12, 2017 Letter of request from CA to KEBS requesting the establishment of a national 

Kenya Address Standard (KAS).  

May 30, 2017 KEBS forms a TC211 technical committee and invites relevant interested 

parties to become members of this TC, for the research, design and 

development of KAS.  

August 30 2017 Development of committee draft standard complete. Issue for technical 

comment.  Alignment with standards of the EAC and SADC regions.  

October 30 2017 Issue for public comment. 
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January 30 2018 Closure of public commentary, publication initiated.  

 

Undoubtedly certain NAS steering committee members and technical committee members would be 

part of this development.  

 

The final output is required to be in harmony with those that exist within the EAC, SADC and other 

international requirements and practices.  
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8. ALIGNMENT OF NAS POSTAL AND PHYSICAL ADDRESS STANDARDS TO UPU 
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS. 

 

The NAS Kenya Address Standard is to be aligned with and harmonised with other national and 

international address and postcode standards.   

 

The relevant international address standards are: 

 

UPU S42 International Standard for Addresses and Postcodes Components and Templates 

Part 1: describes the address components, structures and provides the XML code.  

Part 2 describes the individual country templates for compliance and use by all address users.  

 

ISO 19160 International Address Standard  

Part 1 is generic descriptions 

Part 4 concerns address rendering as per UPU S42 Part 1  

Part 5 concerns rendering for purposes other than postal requirements  

 

The ISO standard is not yet ready for publication, thus the only international standard of concern is the 

UPU S42.  For this, Kenya is not only aligned, but certified compliant.  

 

There are other grades of compliance. For a country to have a comprehensive national address 

database, additional ranking is achieved. For a country to have its own national Address Standard, 

further grading can be achieved.   

 

In terms of postcodes, the UPU database grading system ranks a country A, B+, B, C or D according to 

the comprehensiveness or fine-granularity of its postcode system.  

 

Regarding national address standards that can be benchmarked, an excellent example of such standard 

is the SANS 1883 of South Africa.   The author of this document was on that TC211 in South Africa and 

was responsible for the establishment of four of the ten parts of the SANS 1883.   

 

Other national address standards are few and far between.   

 

Copies of several relevant address and postcode system descriptors are included in the appendix. 
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9. ENFORCEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ADDRESS STANDARDS  
 

9.1. Responsibilities of National and County Governments 
 

The Cabinet Secretary responsible for information and communication, through the Communications 

Authority of Kenya (CAK), shall have oversight responsibility regarding the national policy and standards 

on Street Naming and Property Numbering. The county government shall be responsible for the 

implementation of street naming and property numbering at the County level. 

 

9.2. Non-Compliance Notification by Communication Authority 
 

Whenever the Cabinet Secretary has reason to believe that there has been a violation of the policy and 

standards on street naming and property numbering, the Communication Authority of Kenya (CA) shall 

accordingly notify the relevant County government  

 

Upon receipt of the non-compliance notification, the County government through the County Address 

Unit shall ensure compliance is addressed within 90 days.  

 

9.3. Non-compliance Notification by County Address Unit  
 

Whenever the CAU has reason to believe that there has been non-compliance in property Address 

standards, the CAU shall accordingly notify the property owner and ensure compliance is addressed 

within 90 days. 
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10. APPENDIX  
 

10.1. Appendix 1: The Standards Address Format Descriptor  (SAFD) for Kenya 
 
STANDARDIZED ADDRESS FORMAT DESCRIPTION (SAFD) - KENYA 

 

METADATA  

S42 version 7 

PATDL version 2.7.3 

U-code version 0 

Mapping rules version 1 

Sample data version 1 

Tested by Allies S42 PATDL processor version 1.9.2.2 

SAMPLE SIZE 61 

APPROVAL DATE - 

LAST REVIEWED DATE - 

LANGUAGES English 

SCRIPTS  

REFERENCE DOCUMENT  

 

 
MAPPING OF S42 ELEMENTS TO NATIONAL ELEMENTS 

 

S42 Element Name Ucode English Latin Name 

org name U10.00.0.0.0 organization/business 

org unit U10.02.0.0.0 department 

postcode U40.13.0.0.0 postcode 

town U40.16.0.0.0 Town name / Local Authority 

district lev 2 U40.17.2.0.0 Sub-place 

del serv type U40.19.0.0.1 PO Box, Private Bag, Poste Restante 

del serv ind U40.19.0.0.2 Box No., Bag No. 

street no U40.24.0.0.0 building no 

building lev 1 U40.26.1.0.0 building 

wing U40.29.0.0.0 wing 

floor U40.31.0.0.0 Floor 
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door U40.32.0.0.0 door 

supp del point data U40.34.0.0.0 supporting info 

del serv qualifier U40.35.0.0.0 post office 

 

 

STRUCTURE OF ADDRESS LINES  

 

en , Latn 

ADDR-NAME form of address & ', ' & prec qualification & ', ' & given name & ', ' & given name part 2 & 
', ' & surname & ', ' & succ qualification 

MAIL-NAME mailee role descriptor & form of address & prec qualification & mailee given name & 
mailee surname 

ADR-FUNC function 

MAIL-FUNC mailee role descriptor & function 

ADR-ORG-UNIT org unit 

MAIL-ORG-UNIT org unit 

ADR-ORG org name 

MAIL-ORG mailee org name 

PO-BOX-LINE del serv type & del serv ind 

BLDG-LINE building & ', ' & wing & ', ' & floor & ', ' & door 

STREET-ADDRESS build ind & premises identifier & thoro 

SUPP-INFO-LINE supp info 

DISTRICT-2-LINE district lev 2 

DISTRICT-1-LINE place name 

POST OFFICE delivery service qual 

POSTCODE postcode 

TOWN town 

COUNTRY-LINE country name 

 

 

The 61 examples are not reproduced here but are available in the SAFD from the UPU:  

 

http://www.upu.int/en/activities/addressing/s42-standard/compliant-countries.html  

http://www.upu.int/en/contentmemberslists/addressings42standard/kenya.html  

 

  

http://www.upu.int/en/activities/addressing/s42-standard/compliant-countries.html
http://www.upu.int/en/contentmemberslists/addressings42standard/kenya.html
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10.2. Appendix 2: The current address layout description published by the UPU 
 
The following page represents the address and postcode structure layout for Kenya.  This is inadequate 
and dated.  It is to be improved and updated.  
 

 

 
 
For comparison, those of Tanzania, South Africa and Senegal as good case studies from sub-Saharan 
Africa are shown below.  
 
The others of the five countries of East Africa Community are available, however only Tanzania has S42 
International standard certification.  
 
Other illustrative examples, from North Africa include Morocco and Tunisia can also be considered.  
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The Steering Committee for this project has specific interest in Ethiopia, Somalia and South Sudan.  The 
formats for the addressing systems in these countries are shown below.  
 

 
 
 
Ethiopia has physical addresses and postal service addresses.  
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Somalia has only postal service addresses.  
 

 
 
South Sudan has not submitted any address formats at all, however postal service 

addresses do exist.  


